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About This Game

The Galactic Foxian Empire, a faction of space faring humanoid foxes.

For hundreds of years the Empire has been the dominant species of their galactic sector.
Enter Kimi, an aspiring cadet in the Empire.

Coming from military family, Kimi has a promising career ahead of her.
But now a new civilization has emerged to threaten the Empire's place in the galaxy.

Will Kimi rise up to this new challenge?
Or will the alien civilization prove too much for the Empire?
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- 4 hours of story with action and intrigue
- Choices and actions with lasting consequences and branching narrative

- Class change to specialize in space or land combat
- Hand drawn custom portraits and enemies

Arrow keys to move/select
Z to interact/confirm
X for menu/go back
Hold SHIFT to run

Tip: You can save anywhere from the menu. It's recommended that you save often and in multiple slots!
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Skullport does what good expansions do. It adds more options and 1 major new resource\/mechanic (corruption) which doesn't
turn the game on it's head, but does change strategy considerably.

Some quests, Intrigue cards and buildings now offer more resources or VP in echange for granting you corruption. Corruption
can be a niggling problem if few people utalise it, but the more it's used the worse it becomes for everyone who has it. So
utalising these new cards and buildings is a risk, and one that gets greater over time.

So do you avoid corruption as much as possible and hope your opponets don't leap ahead with all those extra resources? Do you
dable in a little cirruption in the hopes that your opponents with suffer from it more then you? OR do you go all in, using
corruption willy-nilly and hope you can clear enough of it before the game ends?

This expansion elevates my 8\/10 review for the base game to 9\/10.

(The UI could still be a lot more user friendly). Won't even run at more than 5fps with constant strobe effects 10/10 best game.
This game is fantastic with a creative aesthetic, smooth controls, a smooth difficulty curve, and tons of content! The soundtrack
is also outstanding and upbeat. 8.5/10. Eddie Gluskin is my supreme gentleman <3. You'll think that this game is OK for a 2005
release until you realize that the following games also came out the same year:

F.E.A.R.
Battlefield 2
Call of Duty 2
Splinter Cell: Chaos Theory
Star Wars: Republic Commandos
Resident Evil 4
Quake 4
SWAT 4
Serious Sam 2
Snowblind
Area 51
Perfect Dark Zero
Condemned: Criminal Origins
Doom 3: Resurrection of Evil

All of which better than Bet On Soldier!

To be fair Bet On Soldier is NOT a bad game and if you could live forever it would be worth playing but you have to die one
day and all the games that I listed are more worth your limited time than Bet On Soldier.. Just finished the game with all six
runes with all 5 characters. Absolutely loved it! Not crazy hard, especially with some of the characters, but it was a ton of fun.
+Amazing environments (levels aren't just arbitrary tilesets, they follow a narrative)
+Fun moves and control
+Fun, not overly challenging gameplay and boss fights
-Short, but very replayable arcade gameplay
Edit: After topping most of the speedrun leaderboards, I can say this game is well worth the pricetag easily. Plenty of room for
optomization for those looking to master the game. The controls are pretty tight and the characters each have their nuances..
This game had me at Physics and AI.

To be entirely honest, I was a tad skeptical. I wasn't sure about it, and it seemed a tad wonky, but all in all its a load of fun. I play
a lot of Rocket League, and this game certainly is up to par if not better. I felt myself really getting into it as if it were an actual
sports game (and normally, I am not a sports fan).

Pros: Amazing physics engine, very pleased with it. A bit of a learning curve that isn't too much. TEAM MANAGEMENT
(although limited, still a very good mechanic)
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Cons: It isn't particularly user friendly at first, but once you spend some time navigating the UI, it starts to feel a bit more
comfortable.

The AI is very interesting. All I can say is that I have a bot that keeps ramming the enemy goalie. Usually when the ball isn't
even over there. Not because he's a bad AI, hes just an A-hole.. Problems starting, and performance issues.

After using this at Raindance VR festival on Vive Pro, I was keen to try again using my Rift at home. I emailed the developers
recently to ask about compability with Rift, and received a reply it would be in the New Year.

Today i had another reply it was now ready for Rift, so downloaded and tried using. Multiple attempts to start failed; I got an
image of two glowing orbs and then minutes of blackness whilst a loading screen on the computer monitor slowly went to 100%.

However after getting to 100% still nothing happened, i closed the app and tried several times. I eventually shut Steam down,
restarted Oculus, restarted Steam as administrator and it finally started.

However, performance was poor with latency and glitching. I'm using a top end PC (8086K\/RTX2080Ti) so not a lack of
resources, tried turning off supersampling, restarting, but made no difference. Just seems poorly optimised for Rift.
Disappointed as i was looking forward to this for months, but Steam were timely in quickly processing my refund request.
Honey, Kpop and Alien Anime? Sign me tf up!
10101\/10. Good game. I like plants. Needs more postive reviews.
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Most realistic hunting game ever 11/10. Had a really good time playing this! Had some scares which made me need to change
my pants haha. enemies can be a little glitchy at times but other than that it was good!

I would give it a 8\/10!. Hard to tell what the hell is going on. It may look silly if you give it a first look, but by playing the
game, it's both challenging and fun to play. It's gameplay differs in styles as you progress, making it entertaining and
encouraging you with the words: "What will happen next?"
The game's music is also neat, and pleasant to hear in most of the tracks.

Personal rating: 10\/10
Both the game and the ost are worth the money.. It's Doom. It's still great. Play it.. And I thought Minecraft was a game for the
autistic.. in my opinion this is good for player who like old type of games such as commandos,alternativA,subemrged etc...
we can't say in community like this place is bad or good every person him/her has his opinion in playing games i know you
give you're opinion but we should repect others feeling though about games etc.. that's all i have to say
happy gaming. Fun expansion. At first glance, it might appear to be possibly a little overpriced for $5, but fun nevertheless.
Level 15-20ish for the early bit I've played so far.

Now that I've played through it all, it's good. New items, new consumables, pretty much what I expected. Not overpriced for the
amount of stuff in it.. This game is really brilliant in its approach to commenting on high stakes testing in schools. Sadly, the fun
and even some of the message are lost in an overly-complex game design that requires constant micro-managing of teachers and
even individual students; for this reason, I didn't even play beyond the first couple of schools because each one became bigger,
and the prospect of constantly pausing to zoom in and use an action on a specific student was too daunting to keep playing. Of
course, even that's part of the message; it's hard to design curriculum around individual students, why not just turn them into
pineapples?!. Best CS game

Demo Coming Soon, Stay tune!:

Since ICC 2018 (Indonesia Comic-Con) held in Jakarta, 28th October 2018. We are overflowed with feedbacks from many
players who are passionate and interested in Proto-G. This makes us so happy and excited.

As Result, these past weeks we have been fixing, polishing, rethink, and group feedbacks and turned that into a worthy demo to
be played. As we really care about player's experiences when they first play Proto-G.
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While our indiegogo campaign still going, we decided to focus our limited resources on making the demo free of bugs, fluid and
most of all asset qualities.

While not all part of Proto-G can satisfy everyone, we want to provide path where your feedbacks matters in this development.
Reach us and talk to us of any dissatisfaction you found while playing Proto-G.

Let us make Proto-G a great game for all, and stay tune!

Website : https://benuasoftworks.com/games/proto-g

Facebook[www.facebook.com]
Instagram[www.instagram.com]
Twitter
. SquareWorld Unpixeled House Flipper WAR DUST | 32 vs 32 Battles Slime-san: Superslime Edition THE LAST SURVIVOR
Omni Link Tiny Snow Brain 43℃ Platonic Paranoia 武林志（Wushu Chronicles） DROD RPG: Tendry's Tale Black Ice Zero
spring episode 3 Proto-G Its going to take longer..:

Hello. Demo Updates:
Hi Everyone,

We want to announce that Proto-G had some changes to the game.

- Bug fixes
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- Subtitle and audio adjustment
- Combat balancing and adjustment
- UI updates
- Game options updates

We also wanted to say thanks to all of beta testers for reaching us out to make Proto-G better.

We have more things for you that we will publish in Demo build. Stay tune!

Website : https://benuasoftworks.com/games/proto-g

Facebook[facebook.com]
Instagram[instagram.com]
Twitter
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